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Abstract
As enormous volume of electronic data increased gradually, searching as
well as retrieving essential info from the internet is extremely difficult
task. Normally, the Information Retrieval (IR) systems present info dependent upon the user’s query keywords. At present, it is insufficient as large
volume of online data and it contains less precision as the system takes
syntactic level search into consideration. Furthermore, numerous previous
search engines utilize a variety of techniques for semantic based document
extraction and the relevancy between the documents has been measured using
page ranking methods. On the other hand, it contains certain problems with
searching time. With the intention of enhancing the query searching time, the
research system implemented a Modified Firefly Algorithm (MFA) adapted
with Intelligent Ontology and Latent Dirichlet Allocation based Information
Retrieval (IOLDAIR) model. In this recommended methodology, the set of
web documents, Face book comments and tweets are taken as dataset. By
means of utilizing Tokenization process, the dataset pre-processing is carried
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out. Strong ontology is built dependent upon a lot of info collected by means
of referring via diverse websites. Find out the keywords as well as carry out
semantic analysis with user query by utilizing ontology matching by means
of jaccard similarity. The feature extraction is carried out dependent upon
the semantic analysis. After that, by means of Modified Firefly Algorithm
(MFA), the ideal features are chosen. With the help of Fuzzy C-Mean (FCM)
clustering, the appropriate documents are grouped and rank them. At last
by using IOLDAIR model, the appropriate information’s are extracted. The
major benefit of the research technique is the raise in relevancy, capability of
dealing with big data as well as fast retrieval. The experimentation outcomes
prove that the presented method attains improved performance when matched
up with the previous system.
Keywords: Ontology, semantic information, web documents and modified
firefly algorithm.

1 Introduction
Huge volume of documents has been indexed in the web which can be
accessed by various users. The size of document set has been growing every
day. As a result, the capability of accessing as well as choosing appropriate
info in this enormous as well as heterogeneous volume of data continues
to be a complex task [1]. On the other hand, a lot of Information retrieval
systems contain some degree of abilities to use the conceptualizations in user
requirements as well as content meanings [2]. It has some disadvantages for
instance the lack of ability to define associations amid search terms. With the
intention of overcoming these drawbacks, the modern researchers focused on
extracting information in efficient way [3].
The foremost conception is towards extracting the content according to
the conceptual similarities. Two foremost types are there in concept based
document retrieval. The primary one consider the semantic relations between
the query and documents by means of examining the latent associations amid
text words. The next type encompasses techniques, which physically build
taxonomy of semantic conceptions and their association with the query. In
the second type, Ontology is one among well-known technologies also called
as a knowledge representation. The impact of ontology in the information
retrieval has monitored high and has to be considered as important factor.
However, the application of ontology can be minimized [4]. Also, it can be
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used in both the phases of information retrieval by presenting the knowledge
as ontology [5]. They are very proficient particularly by means of utilizing
domain-information extraction. On the other hand, they utilize different
representation and language to perform document retrieval which is highly
complicated. Formulating a query with the help of such languages needs
the acquaintance of the domain ontology in addition to the syntax of the
language.
In general the document retrieval algorithms uses the keywords to perform matching towards the terms of any web document. The method would
select set of web pages which are approximately close to the input query
term. Web provides certain chance to get better the conventional search. A
better means is by using semantic search. The application of semantic search
increases the accuracy in a huge space of data. The main objective of the
semantic based retrieval system is to produce result based on the interest of
the user with higher relevancy.
Semantic Information Retrieval is used to a lot of techniques dependent
upon their characteristics and features [6]. The context based approaches
uses semantic information to perform clustering in hybrid manner [7]. The
profile based approach uses the semantic information to identify the interests
related to the user which has been used to produce personalized result to the
user. Analogously to researches comprising implicit feedback techniques in
IR that have identified that profiles dependent upon the content of clicked
URLs outdoes those dependent upon previous queries along, it identified
that profiles dependent upon the content of bookmarked URLs are better
than those dependent upon tags alone [8]. In Query based method, Semantic
Information Retrieval is designed to provide user personalization in web
search to improve the performance in recommendation generation [9]. It
presents a ranking algorithm which ranks the pages according to the visit
frequency of various users. The system would log the user visits and based
on that the pages can be ranked [10, 11].
Numerous systems implemented a Semantic Similarity Retrieval Model
(SSRM) with the aim of attaining greater relevancy. SSRM recommends
finding semantically identical terms in documents utilizing various domain
ontology which can be classified based on generic category or based on the
application. The method initially estimates the frequency of terms in the
document and the frequency of term in other class documents to compute
Tf and IDF values. Finally a weight measure has been computed to classify
the query class to perform document retrieval.
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The information content techniques are modeled with the intention of
getting high semantic similarity measurement [12]. In this proposed method,
the similarity has been measured based on the value of MeSh.

2 Literature Survey
Pablo Castells et al. presented a document retrieval algorithm which uses
the semantic ontology towards the user personalization in document search.
The documents features are converted into vector forms and cosine similarity
has been measured towards different class of documents. Based on the cosine
similarity, a semantic weight has been measured to perform selection of class.
According to the selected class, a set of result has been returned [13].
Sa and Varghese considered that it is not necessary that the document
of the class should speak about the category in complete manner. The fact
of topical discussion would vary and they would fall in a range. Towards
this, a fuzzy model for document retrieval with semantic ontology has been
discussed [14].
Sonar et al. discusses a document retrieval approach which takes a keyword as input to produce set of results. The documents are classified under
several classes based on their semantic concept discussed. Based on the
semantic classes, an query relevancy has been measured and set of results
has been produced [15].
Fouad et al. presented personalized system for web document retrieval
(SPIRS) which works based on the agents meant to perform document
retrieval. The agents estimates the frequency of concept being discussed on
the document and estimates weights for each document. According to the
weight estimated a subset of documents has been returned as result [16].
Similarly Luo and Xue [17] incorporated multiple agents in the process of
document retrieval. The method uses both conceptual features, user behaviors
and the feedbacks obtained from various users in generating results to the
user.
Hu et al. [18], presented a rough set theory based semantic document
retrieval algorithm which consider the semantic relations between the search
keyword and the documents of the class.
Zidi and Abed presented a rule based approach with semantic index for
efficient document retrieval problem. The method indexes the documents in
two categories like basic and rule. According to the index, an graph has
been generated and towards the query, the method estimates graph feature
similarity to identify related documents [19]. Similarly Fernandez et al.
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presented an semantic based document retrieval system for unstructured
documents in [20].

3 Proposed Methodology
The set of web documents, Face book comments and tweets are taken for
evaluation. An interface has been designed to collect web documents and
the tweets. Find out the keywords and carry out semantic analysis with user
query utilizing ontology matching by means of jaccard similarity. Dependent
upon the similarity the ideal features are chosen with the help of Modified
Firefly Algorithm (MFA). After that, by utilizing fuzzy c-mean clustering, the
appropriate documents are grouped. At last, use an Intelligent LDA to extract
the appropriate documents. An Intelligent LDA based retrieval algorithm
combines three other routines like clustering, page ranking and Intelligent
LDA. Clustering algorithm creates various class of documents dependent
upon the similarity and ranking of the document towards the class. At last,
the intelligent LDA examine as well as take out the appropriate document
content, which are dependent upon the queries. The research model denotes
the knowledge base dependent upon user query. In Figure 1, architecture of
the presented technique for the system designed for social networks analysis.
User query

Preprocessing

Web
Documents/
Tweets /

Feature
selection

Modified Firefly IR
Document Cluster using
FCM
Page Ranking

Ontology
model

Intelligent LDA

Result

Figure 1 General Flow Diagram of modified firefly algorithm based IR.
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3.1 Query Pre-processing
In this stage, the input document has been read and the textual features has
been extracted. The text features are tokenized to produce a term set. From
the term set, the method removes the list of terms which has no meaning like
stop words. Then by applying the tagging process, the terms which are not
a root word has been removed. This reduces the search time complexity and
reduces the search space. In this research work, a method is presented for
of tokenization, wherein token identification is entirely dependent upon the
documents vectors.
The result of tokenization has been used to estimate the term count.
The estimated count has been used to perform clustering or indexing the
document towards a class [7, 8]. In conjunction with token generation this
process computes the frequency measure of all the terms in the document
given. In Figure 2, the phases of tokenization process are depicted. Preprocessing comprises the collection of all document and used to perform term
extraction [12]. In subsequent phase all the infrequent words are queued as
well as eliminated, such as elimination of word containing frequency below
two. Intermediate outcomes are input to the subsequent step that is stop word
elimination phase.
Dataset

Word extraction

Remove infrequent
word
Remove stop words

Stemming and token
frequency count

Pre-processed output

Figure 2

Preprocessing process.
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The Figure 2, shows the stages of preprocessing algorithm which removes
the stop words from the term set generated. Then for each term present in the
term set, the method applies a stemming process. The result of stemming is
used to identify the root words or pure nouns. Finally, the frequency measure
has been computed. The preprocessed output has been used to perform
clustering.
3.2 Ontology Creation and Semantic Matching
The semantic ontology represent the concepts of various domains which
incorporates the concept and relations between them. It offers a general
overview of a concept and as well its association with other concepts or terms.
Therefore a hierarchy is created with the associated terms. The semantic web
utilizes ontology as a tool to take concepts for particular domains. It is a
working model of entities as well as interactions generally or in some specific
domain of knowledge or practice. Ontology concepts stand for a collection or
class of entities or things within a domain. It encompasses finite set of term
as well as association amid these terms. For the web, ontology is precise
depiction of web info or social media info and associations amid web or
social media info. In this proposed method, find out the keywords and carry
out semantic analysis amid query words and words in the ontology utilizing
Jacard similarity measure.
Jacard similarity: The Jaccard coefficient is measured based on the frequency of terms being present and the frequency of terms being shared
between different categories [14].
SIMj = (~ta , ~tb ) =

(~ta , ~tb )
(|~ta | + |~tb |) − (|~ta | · |~tb |)

(1)

The value of the coefficient is between 0–1.
3.3 Modified Firefly Algorithm
Dependent upon the semantic analysis, the features are taken out and the
significant features are chosen by means of utilizing Modified Firefly algorithm. The method works based on the inspiration of biology can be used for
optimization problem. Also it works according to the conduct of flash in the
night. At each flash it identifies a superior one using an objective function.
Similarly the method estimates the attractive of flash in each category.
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The light intensity varies according to the distance. The coefficient of
light absorption is λ:
I(r) = I0 e−λr
(2)
Here, I0 is source intensity and has been framed as
I(r) = I0 e−λr

2

(3)

On the other hand, computationally computing 1/(1 + λr2 ) is simpler
2
compared to computing e−λr . For this reason, the intensity is computed by
means of utilizing
I0
(4)
I(r) =
1 + λr2
Likewise, the attractiveness of a firefly is defined in this manner:
A(r) =

A0
1 + λr2

(5)

Here, A0 is the initial attractive.
Initially x0 = (x01 , x02 , . . . , x0n ) is closure than x = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ), the
firefly situated at x would move in the direction of x0 . The updating of location
is estimated as follows:
2

x := x + A0 e−λr (x0 − x) + αε

(6)

The fine solution is the best firefly. To identify the most relevancy
parameter, the algorithm generates a random vector u1 , u2 , . . . , um . Second
a direction has been selected to move the firefly. The movement of firefly is
presented as follows:
x := x + αU
(7)
Here, α is the value of single movement.
If there is no direction found it produces a solution and continue in the
same position.
Moreover, more willingly than considering Ai0 = 1 in each iteration
it estimates the attraction value based on the intensity. However A0 is
provided by
I0
A0 = 0
(8)
I0
Here I00 is value of intensity in the initial location. Practically, for
0
removing the singularity case while I0 = 0, A0 is as well be defined as eI0 −I0 .
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When we consider A0 = I00 and at higher intensity condition there will
be higher firefly movement. On the other hand based upon the solution space
it is superior to regulate A0 . In either case it must be directly relative to the
intensity at the source, I00 .
Firefly algorithm
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
18.
19.

Create starting population ( number of features) xi (1 to n)
Calculate documents topical strength (accuracy) of fireflies
Describe document concept intake coefficient γ
Till(t>Maximum Generation)
For i = 1 to N number of fireflies of features
For j = 1 to N number of fireflies of features
Document topical strength
if topical strength of j > topical strength of i
move the features of I towards j
Else
Move the feature of I arbitrarily
End
Attractiveness modifies with distance r via exp [−γr2]
Identify novel solutions and revise topical strength
End End
Rank the documents and choose the best
end
Return the relevant features to the classifier.

Dependent upon the semantic relevancy the finest features are chosen.
The chosen features are input to the clustering process.
3.4 Fuzzy C-Means Clustering
Subsequent to the completion of the finest feature selection, the appropriate
documents are grouped with the help of FCM clustering technique. The scope
is to identify center point of the cluster (finest value of the feature), which
decrease a dissimilarity function. The matrix of membership (U) is has been
initialized as follows:
c
X
i=1

uij = 1,

∀ j = 1, . . . , n

(9)
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The similarity function utilized in FCM is provided in Equation (9)
J(U, ci , i = 1, . . . , c) =

c
X

Ji =

i=1

c X
n
X

2
um
ij dij

(10)

i=1 j=1

Here uij is amid 0 and 1; ci is known as cluster center I (finest value of
the feature); dij is known as the distance amid ith centroid (ci ) and j th data
point (features); m ∈ [1, 8] is known as a weight expo.
Pn
m
j=1 uij xj
(11)
ci = Pn
m
j=1 uij
1

uij =
Pc

k=1



dij
dkj

2/(m−1)

(12)

This algorithm identifies the subsequent steps.
1: Arbitrarily initialize the membership matrix (U), which contains restraints
in Equation (9).
2: Compute finest value of the feature
3: compute irrelevancy against various centroids (10). Stop if enhancement
< threshold.
4: Calculate a new U. Go to Step 2.
By means of iteratively bringing up to date the cluster centers (finest value
of the feature) and the membership grades for every data point (features),
FCM iteratively moves the cluster centers to the “right” place within a
data set.
With the help of FCM algorithm the appropriate documents are grouped
dependent upon their semantic relevance. The major benefits of the research
techniques are the increase in accurateness of the system.
3.5 Ranking and Information Extraction
The presented algorithm works as per LDA (Xing Wei & Bruce Croft 2006).
The recently presented one is a document based that utilized to look for titles
is classified based on the words and how they distributed. The samples are
obtained from unique terms. The weight assignment is performed according
to query terms and multinomial parameters are random variables ϕ and θ(d)
with conjugate Dirichlet priors.
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Input: Input Query/ search term.
Output: Related data
1: Identify documents according to query/ontology similarity
2: cluster the documents based on the similarity
3: Rank documents according to the closure
4: Create Documents dependent upon a Dirichlet calculated by utilizing the
values of β, ϑz created over z;
5: Towards each documents doc(i) = {D1, D2 . . . , Dn}, carry out the
subsequent steps:
5.a validate each class/sub class on all parameters
5.b If the document is closure as medium and high, perform additional
analysis
(i) Estimate Dirichlet score
(ii) For each doc
(iii) Data from θ(doc) for the title zn ;
(iv) Data from ϕzn for the word wn ;
Else
Show message in it ontology traversal
8: End
Every text from document is close to the latent title z. The θ(d) on z is
found based on α and the title upon h.

4 Results and Discussion
The method has been evaluated for its dynamic document retrieval and compared with previous approaches. The method has been implemented using
Advanced java. The method has been validated for its relevancy score in
document retrieval towards varying number of groups and varying number of
documents in each group. The range of number of documents in each group
has been varied in thousands which start from one thousand to five thousand.
Each group has been considered with number of tweets obtained from the
twitter data set.
The comparison result on relevancy towards the document retrieval
has been measured and presented in Table 1. The proposed approach has
improved the accuracy in relevant result higher than other methods. It has
produced efficient result on all the number of document class and tweets
considered.
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Table 1 Comparison on relevancy
Relevancy Measure (%)
Web Pages.
Tweets

Test Case

Classes

Size of Document Set

Size of Tweet Set

1

Class1

1500

1500

97. 43

99.51

2

Class2

3000

3000

97.68

99.41

3

Class3

5000

5000

98.23

99.70

4

Class4

7500

7500

98.62

99.20

5

Class5

10000

10000

98.95

98.30

Table 2 Analysis on time complexity with web pages
Semantic
MFA with
No. of
Latent Dirichlet
Orient Retrieval
IOLDA–IR
IOLDA–IR
Records
Entire Selective Entire Selective Entire Selective Entire Selective
Considered Features Features Features Features Features Features Features Features
2000

0.31

0.29

0.28

0.23

0.24

0.19

0.21

0.18

4000

0.43

0.35

0.35

0.28

0.26

0.22

0.23

0.21

6000

0.54

0.38

0.39

0.32

0.29

0.27

0.26

0.23

8000

0.58

0.42

0.43

0.35

0.34

0.29

0.28

0.24

10000

0.63

0.46

0.48

0.39

0.38

0.34

0.30

0.28

Table 3 Comparison on feature selection with tweets
Semantic
MFA with
No. of
Latent Dirichlet
Orient Retrieval
IOLDA–IR
IOLDA–IR
Records
Entire Selective Entire Selective Entire Selective Entire Selective
Considered Features Features Features Features Features Features Features Features
2000

88.92

92.14

89.03

92.43

92.43

99.21

99. 37

99.39

4000

89.54

91.27

90.07

92.38

92.36

99.31

99. 38

99.41

6000

89.57

91.33

90.13

92.38

92.38

99.41

99.43

99.45

8000

89.63

91.35

90.16

92.43

92.43

99.45

99.45

99.46

10000

89.66

91.37

90.19

92.46

92.46

99.47

99.48

99.51

The performance on time complexity has been measured and compared
with different approaches. The result of time complexity analysis is presented
in Table 2.
According to Tables 3 and 4, it is clear that the presented classifier
functions superior to the previous classification algorithms on selective and
entire features.
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Table 4 Analysis on feature selection with Documents
Semantic
MFA with
No. of
Latent Dirichlet
Orient Retrieval
IOLDA–IR
IOLDA–IR
Records
Selective Grouped Selective Grouped Selective Grouped Selective Grouped
Considered Feature Feature Feature Feature Feature Feature Feature Feature
1000

91.24

91.26

92.34

92.36

99.12

99.14

99.16

99.18

2000

91.26

91.28

92.37

92.39

99.15

99.16

99.19

99.21

3000

91.31

91.33

92.39

92.41

99.18

99.18

99.26

99.27

4000

91.33

91.35

92.42

92.44

99.21

99.22

99.30

99.32

5000

91.36

91.38

92.45

92.47

99.24

99.25

99.35

99.37

4.1 Relevancy Score Analysis (Web Documents)
Relevance states how well a retrieved document or collection of documents meets the information requirement of the user. Semantic information
retrieval technique contains the benefits of the semantic web for retrieving
the appropriate data.

Relavancy Accuracy (%)

Relevancy Analysis

100
99
98
97
96
95
94
93
92
91

LDA-IR
SOR
MFA based IOLDA-IR

T1

T2

LDA-AdhocModel
IOLDA-IR

T3

T4

T5

Experiments

Figure 3

Comparison on relevancy score (web documents).

Figure 3 specifies that the pictorial depiction of Relevancy accuracy for
previous and presented techniques. In x-axis a variety of experimentations
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are considered and in y-axis Relevancy Score for Web Documents are considered. In this research, the MFA algorithm is used to choose the ideal features
for semantic information retrieval process. And the fuzzy c-means algorithm
is utilized for grouping the appropriate documents as per the semantic meanings. The experimentation outcomes prove that the presented method attains
greater accuracy for semantic information mining in web documents.
4.2 Relevancy Score Analysis (Tweets)
100

Relevancy Accuracy(%)

99
98
97
96

T1

95

T2

94

T3
T4

93

T5

92
91
LDA-IR

LDA-Adhoc
Model

SOR

IOLDA-IR

MFA based
IOLDA-IR

Methods

Figure 4

Relevancy score analysis (tweets).

Figure 4 depicts the relative analysis in regard to relevancy accuracy of
the presented MFA based IOLDA-IR model and the previous LDA-IR, LDA
adhoc model, SOR and IOLDA-IR on Tweets. Numerous experiments are
considered in x-axis and in y-axis Relevancy Score for Tweets are considered. In this research, the relevant documents are grouped with the help of
FCM clustering technique to get more appropriate outcomes. It enhances the
relevancy score of the system. The experimentation outcomes prove that the
presented method attains greater accuracy for semantic information mining
in web documents.
4.3 Relevancy Score Analysis (Face book Messages)
According to Figure 5, it is clear that this presented MFA based IOLDA-IR
model works well in a variety of experiments with diverse amount of Face
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100

LDA-IR
SOR
MFA based IOLDA-IR
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LDA-AdhocModel
IOLDA-IR

99
98
97
96
95
94
93
92
91
T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

Experiments

Figure 5

Relevancy score analysis (face book messages).

book messages while it is matched up with other previous LDA-IR, LDA
adhoc model, SOR and IOLDA-IR models. A variety of experiments are
considered in x-axis and in y-axis Relevancy Score for face book messages
are considered. In this research, find out the keywords and carry out semantic
analysis with user query utilizing ontology matching by means of jaccard
similarity. Dependent upon the semantic analysis the feature extraction is
carried out to enhance the on the whole retrieving performance. The experimentation outcomes prove that the research method attains greater accuracy
for semantic information mining in web documents. This is owing to the
reality that the usage of ontology, temporal features and MFA based feature
selection.

5 Conclusion
The problem of semantic search has been a challenging investigation being
considered in the modern research. The goal of the presented semantic
retrieval model is conversed to offer improved search abilities, which will
provide a qualitative enhancement over keyword-based complete text search,
by presenting Modified Firefly Algorithm based feature selection, finegrained domain ontologies with keyword matching. The structural design
of the presented method is flexible to handle with user defined ontology which handles the generic query using standard query languages. The
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experimentation outcomes prove that the presented system attains improved
performance when matched up with the previous methodology.
Conflicts of Interest: None
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